
 
 

CRF FINANCIAL BULLETIN OCTOBER 2017 

 

Dear Member, 

 

CRF transition update 

 

The delayed transfer of data from Verso to Momentum created a huge backlog of 

claims and contributions, however, the good news is that we are starting to see 

progress. We acknowledge how frustrating this time has been for both members and 

Human Resources Officers, especially in cases where members exited between May 

and July. The trustees are optimistic that the pains have been worthwhile, as in-service 

members will have seen a substantial cost saving from July 2017. 

 

Our goal is to have all claims up to the end of August paid and all contributions 

processed by the end of October. This will allow the Fund to open up the member 

portal during November and from then onwards it should be business as usual. In the 

interim, please remember that you can call the Fund on 0861 CRFUND (273863) if you 

need information with regards to your fund value or have any other CRF related 

queries. 

 

How did the markets do during September to help grow your savings? 

Unfortunately it was much of the same headlines as in August: Trump vs Kim Jong-un 

in what seems to be an endless and nearly daily war of words. At this stage, we can 

only hope it stays a war of words and that both nations remain rational.  Not that the 

word rational is the first word that comes to mind when I think of either leader!  

 

Although the daily name calling has its effect on markets, international equity as 

measured by the MSCI World Index, managed to deliver a positive return for 

September. Locally however, the markets were not so resilient with the Rand coming 

under pressure and the South African equity markets losing just under 1%.  

 

The South African Reserve Bank surprised the market for a second time in a row, this 

time by not lowering interest rates further. There is a general concern that the Reserve 

Bank may have focused too much on the risks to inflation and in the process, may 

have lost out on the last opportunity to lower interest rates. 

 



Although the initial market reaction after the announcement was a strengthening 

Rand this was short-lived and over the course of the month the Rand lost more than 

4% against the US$. Some of this movement can be attributed to a flight to safe haven 

currencies as most emerging market currencies drifted lower during September. Why 

the flight to safe haven currencies? Although it is always very difficult to determine a 

specific factor that is responsible for such a move, the current geopolitical tension that 

I mentioned above is partly to blame. 

 

Returns of the major asset classes during September 2017: 

 

Asset class Return: Sept 2017 

JSE All Share Index -0,87% 

MSCI World Equity Index 

(USD) +2,08% 

ALBI (Bonds) +1.08% 

STEFI (Cash) +0,63% 

SA Listed Property +1,19% 

ZAR/USD  +4.4%(depreciate) 

 

As always we will keep monitoring the situation but the large offshore exposure in the 

Growth Portfolio will benefit the Funds’ performance during September. This again 

proves the benefits of diversification. 
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